This Innocent Past Time May Be Threatening Your Marriage
Learn how the right kind of table can help give you a happy life…
Besides being the table game most enjoyed by Americans, JIGSAW PUZZLES are great for
your mental health. Exercising both your right and left brain at the same time:





Makes you more alert…
Increases your creative output…
Helps to prevent “old age” illnesses like memory loss, dementia and Alzheimer’s…
Gives you a better chance at enjoying a longer life span!
“Crazy Fun…” “Wildly Addictive…” “Horribly Messy…”

However, nothing creates unruly clutter and mealtime disruptions like a jigsaw puzzle. And
according to Daily Mail Online, 3-in-10 UK couples are blaming their divorces on simple
domestic issues. Clutter vs. OCD conflict is listed on “Top 5-10 Reasons for Divorce” lists,
worldwide!
You love your puzzles, you love your marriage. You’re tired of the too-small card table and
your beloved is tired of the mess.
Bits & Pieces would like to help you save your marriage, and keep your health-conscious hobby,
with a little four-drawer magic. Our Jumbo Sized Puzzle Keeper and Work Surface is a puzzle
solver’s all-purpose tool and storage unit:






It will simplify your puzzles-in-progress and your daily cleanup habits…
(Keeps all the pieces in a single location and can be easily lifted and moved – stored
under the couch, if you prefer)
Works out great for the “puzzlers” in your family because it fits even large puzzles…
(Up to 1,500 pieces, or 26” X 35”)
Has four smooth slip drawers for safer puzzle storage…
Has no legs so it can move wherever it’s most convenient; table…across your
armchair…under the bed…

ALT Tag <jumbo sized puzzle keeper and work surface puzzle saver>
Save time, effort, annoyance, fights, pieces, and maybe even divorce bills when you BUY the
Jumbo Sized Puzzle Keeper and Work Surface.

What People Are Saying

“I think your title is brilliant! It made me want to read your letter.”
Glenna G. Hale

“The curiosity factor kept me reading! Your formatting is spot on and I
liked your use of links.
All in all, I really enjoyed reading it!”
Jeanne

“I loved the product you wrote about. I am a puzzle fan and you piqued my
curiosity, making me want to search out more info/pricing etc., and kept me
reading until the end.”
Donna Landry

“Good job. Good writing. Although there is a teeny part of me that reads the
headline and asks, "Really? Seriously?"

That said, it would probably work gangbusters! : )”
Nick Usborne

“I love it. Headlines, middle and ending. It created a picture in my mind.
Thanks for sharing.”
Terry

